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8 Claims. (Cl. 154—44) 
This invention relates to insulating sheets or panels’, 

and in general aims to provide a panel which is a highly ' 
ef?cient heat insulator. Ancillary objects are to provide 
a heat insulating panel which is ?exible so that it may 
be bent to conform to curved surfaces, yet su?‘iciently 
resilient that it will spring back to its original shape when 
the bending stress is relieved, which is made of readily 
available or non-strategic materials,which may be easily 
secured to walls, ceilings and other supports by ordinary 
fastening elements such as nails, staples or bolts, which 
is light in weight, is not too bulky being in fact nestable, 
is su?iciently stiff to be easily handled, will withstand 
extremes of climate, is ?re-resistant, will not rot or cor 
rode in moist air or be attacked by fungi, and if neces 
sary may be washed. All these‘ qualities make the panel 
of our invention a desirable wall surface for the interiors 
of temporary or portable buildings such as the Army 
must use in many parts of the world for personnel and 
supplies. Other advantages of our panel arise from the 
fact that aluminum foil is preferably used as facing sheets 
for the panel in order to reflect radiant heat; this foil re 
?ects a good deal of light also, which results in a much 
brighter interior for the building wherein the panels are 
placed as components of an interior wall. A better 
illuminated interior is desirable to enhance morale and to 
diminish’the use of arti?cial lights during daylight hours. 
Also the foil preferably has a surface such that it pre 
sents ‘a pleasing, even a handsome appearance. The in 
vention is also characterized by other objects and 
advantages. 
With reference to the invention, in the case of a lami 

nate insulating ‘panel composed of an inner layer of 
insulating material (such as glass wool) and one or more 
outer layers of heat-reflecting sheets (such as metal foil), 
it has always been assumed by the prior art that the in 
ward facing surfaces of the sheets, when in contact with 
?ller insulation, have no important reflectivefinsulation 
effect, since any such effect is assumed as necessarily dis 
sipated due to the direct heat conduction path between the 
inner metal surfaces afforded by ?ller insulation, or due 
to the prevention of e ection when paper or other mate 
rial is in direct contact with the metal surface. This 
being the assumption, it was customary in the prior art, 
for constructional reasons, to thermally short circuit or 
to reduce or eliminate the’ heat're?ectivity of these inner 
sheet surfaces by coating them overall with adhesive to 
bond the sheets to the central layer, by placing a paper 
layer in direct contact with the inner sheet surfaces be 
tween the sheets and thev central layer, or by like practices. 
We have found, contraryto this prior art assumption, 

that the inward facin "surfaces of the heat-re?ectin0 r . . . 
g ° GO-Hudwm denslty- ' ~ ~ sheets do, in fact, add considerably to the insulating 

capabilities of the panel, providing‘ that the properi re 
cautions are taken against thermal short circuiting of 
these inner surfaces by heat conduction. ' ' " 

The case in which no thermal ‘short circuiting (byrhea’. 
conduction) whatever would occur is thatféari'angement 
in which the inner surfaces of the sheets. are separated 
only by an air gap. Such arrangement;is'not’jdejsirable, 
however, for the reason that convection currents in the 
air gap‘would reduce insulating etliciency, and‘fori'th-e' 
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‘In order to meet these dif?culties it is necessary, in 
‘ constructing a panel to use an insulating material as a 
?ller between the heat-re?ecting sheets. At the same 
time, in order to take advantage of the insulating powers 
of the inner sheet surfaces, it is important to keep the 
thermal short circuiting of these surfaces to a minimum 
by reducing, insofar as‘ possible, the areas where the sur 
faces are directly contacted. ‘ ~ ' 

‘The amount of such direct contact is minimized‘ in 
accordance with the present invention by ‘(1) avoiding 
the use of paper layers or the like between the metal 
sheets and the central insulating layer,,(2) restricting to 
limited areas the adhesive which bonds the sheets and 
central layers together, (3) using a ?brous central in 
sulating'layer with a medium density offering a balance 
between a' low total contact area of the ?bers with the 
sheets and a satisfactory constructional strength, and 
(4) forming a multiplicity of ridges and valleys in the 
panel to further reduce the contacts between the central 
layer ?bers and the sheet inner surfaces. " 

It is thus seen that a panel in accordance with the in 
vention represents an optimum balance between thefea 
tures increasing the insulating powers of the panel and 
the features ‘desirable from a‘construction point of view. 
In thiseonnection it will be understood that the word 

. “panel” as used herein refers generally to an insulating 
structure of relatively large extent in two dimensions 
thereof compared to the third dimension thereof. Thus, 
‘the ‘description of the present invention as a, “panel” is 
not to be construed as limiting the invention to structures 
suitable only'to perform a wall paneling function. 
~~The invention will be better understood. from the fol 

lowing description of the preferred embodiment of .the 
invention shown in the accompanying drawings forming 
a part of this speci?cation in which: 
Fig. 1 is a top, plan view of a panel'embodying'the‘ 

. invention; ~ ' 

‘Fig. 2 is a fragmentary top plan view on a larger scale; 
Fig. 3 is a section on line 3-3 of Fig. 2, and on the 

same scale (full size); 7 s - 

Fig. 4 is across section on line 4-44 oflFig. 2; 
Fig. 5 is a detail showing how the panel maybe bent 

through atleast 90"; a I I ' . 

Fig. 6 is a section like Fig; 3 showing a fragment of 
a modi?ed form of the panel; 

Fig. ‘7 is a section through ‘portions of two nested’ ‘ 
panels each having the form of Fig. 3; _ 

Fig. .8 is a section through portions of two panels 
spaced apart by a‘fabric to form a composite insulating 
wall. - a 7 

Referring particularly to the drawings, the-insulating 
panel of the invention consists (in-either. form) of three 
elements, viz., acore of insulating ?ller material of 
.medium or» low density and two facing sheets of bright 
metal foilypreferably aluminum foil, the two foil sheets 
beinggsecured along their edges to the coreby means 
‘of, anadhesive which is’ spread in narrow areas so as 
to minimizeheat transference. The ?ller material may 
beg?fonexample, commercial ?berglass wool of low or 

G-lassawool :is particularly -suitableas a core material 
since besides being an excellent .insulatorit is'?reproof, 
-;moistureiresistant and resilient in ?exure to impart re 
siliency to the panel as a whole. Moreover, glass wool 
of medium density while affording proper construction 
f‘strengtli as" the principal suppo'rtelement of'the panel 
'andfwhile eliminating air convection currents between 

a “the foili sheets, is'of such nature that its ?bers have a 
70 

further reason that the arrangement ‘is not practical W 
low. total area’ of contact with the inner surfaces of the’ 7 
sheets .' r ’ 

Aluminumfoil~is-fparticularlysuitable as a sheet ma 
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terial since it is a good infra-red as well as visible light 
re?ector, resists atmospheric corrosion, is su?iciently 
stiff to partially maintain its own shape and is to some 
extent resilient in ?exure, adding thereby to the re 
siliency of the whole panel. The last two-named _prop 
erties ‘of aluminum foil permits a lower density glass 
wool layer to be used to attain the advantages hereto 
fore mentioned. . 

In lieu of aluminum foil, more expensive‘ foils or 
sheets'having like properties, e. g.. chromium, could be 
used. . 

The ?brous core 10, in the ?nished and preferred form 
of'panel, is about 0.31 to 0.33 in. thick while the facing 
foil sheets 11, 12 are about 0.006 in. thick but may be 
as thin as 0.003 in. The entire laminate is corrugated, 
with the corrugations parallel and of the same dimen 
sions, preferably of about 5/8 in. to 3A in width. By 
making the width of the core of about the same size 
or less than the length of the sides of the corrugations, 
the susceptibility to ?exure of the presently disclosed 
panel is increased to panels where the opposite situation 
obtains. 
The corrugations of the foil sheets 11, 12 preferably 

have their walls at angles of 90° (Fig. 3) or 60° (Fig. 6) 
to each other. These corrugations are of serrate form 
in that they present a multiplicity of sharp-angled peaks 
or ridges 13 alternating with valleys or depressions 14, 
the respective corrugations of the two sheets registering 
angle for angle with each other so that the centers of 
the valleys of one foil sheet extend toward (that is, are 
in the same planes as) the peaks of the foil sheet on the 
other side of the core 10. Thus core 10 itself is of 
corrugated serrate form and a substantially uniform 
thickness at all points. Preferably the aluminum foil 
of sheets 11 and 12 is crimped to present ?attened waves 
15 which extend at right angles to the direction in which 
peaks 13 exend. These waves re?ect light in two di 
rections to improve the distribution of light re?ected 
from the panel when the same is used to brighten a 
building interior. Also the waves give a striped appear 
ance to the panel which materially enhances the appear 
ances of the panel. The waves 15 may, however, extend 
parallel to the peaks 13. 

It will be seen that forming the panel to have a multi 
plicity of folds, either as corrugations or as waves 15, 
reduces the amount of direct contact between the inner 
sheet surfaces-and the glass wool ?bers, since the ?bers 
in their distribution tend to be less concentrated at the 
angles of the folds. In this regard the size. of the cor 
rugations and crimping waves of the presently described 
panel are believed to represent the optimum balance be 
tween the case where the folds are so numerous as to 
approach a ?at surface and the case where the sheet 
inner surfaces are, in fact, ?at surfaces. Moreover, 
either one or both of the corrugation or crimping folds 
serve (as an effect independent of reduction of direct 
contact with the ?ller material) to enlarge greatly the 
‘area of inner re?ective surface over that afforded by a 
?at sheet. Thus the folds considerably increase the ra 
diant insulation power of the sheets. Exteriorly, such 
folds minimize the physical contact of the outer re?ecting 
surfaces with any other surfaces supporting the panel 
when applied to, say, a building or a pipe. The reduc 
tion in exterior physical contact serves, like the men 
tioned reduction in interior contact, to minimize the loss 
of insulating power by direct solid conduction of heat 
and to maximize the radiant insulating effect of the outer 
surfaces. 
A panel made as described may have a ‘density of 

about 6.1 lbs. per cubic foot, an over-all thickness of 
about 1.05 in., and at 139° F., a conductance of 0.487 
B. t. u./hr./° F./sq. ft. and a thermal resistance of 2.05 
B. t. u./hr./° F./sq. ft. The “Clo” per inch of, glass 
wool (.31 in. thickness) equals 7.54 and the resistance 
per inch of glass wool equals 6.61 B. t. _u./hr./ ‘’ E/sq. ft. 
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To hold the glass wool core against shifting during 
handling of the panel, and to make an easily handled 
assembly or laminate, the glass wool is coated along 
narrow areas with polyvinyl chloride adhesive, or other 
adhesive, as indicated at 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 in Fig. 1, 
thereby uniting the metal foil sheets to the core. These 
narrow areas of adhesive are preferably only about one 
inch wide and extend preferably along the edges of the 
panel and in straightlines parallel to one of the long 
panel edges, as shown in Fig. 1. If the panel is narrow, 
the intermediate adhesive area 20 may be omitted. 
As stated, by bonding the glass wool layer and foil 

sheets together by only a few narrow bands of adhesive, 
the. heat- transference through the panel is minimized 
compared with the case where the adhesive is ‘distributed 
over the major portion of the re?ective surface in a 
uniform layer. As another advantage over uniform layer 
distribution, an adhesive substance used to bond panels 
of the sort described, generally stiffens the panels where 
applied. Hence, by applying the adhesive in only a 
few narrow bands the panel is rendered more readily 
susceptible to resilient ?exing. 
The dimensions shown in Fig. l are merely illustrative; 

obviously the panel may have any length and width that 
permits convenient handling by one or two operators. 
The described panels may be bent as much as 90° about 
an axis A as Fig. 5 shows, to accommodate the panel 
to curved walls. After'the bending stress has been re 
moved, the described panel will resume its ‘original form 
because of its resiliency. 
Among the factors contributing to the over-all ?exural 

susceptibility and resiliency of the panel are the follow 
ing: ( l) the resiliency of the core itself, (2) the resiliency 
of the foils, (3). the relative width of the core compared 
to the length of the sides of the corrugations, (4) the re 
striction of the adhesive to only a few narrow bands. 
There are at least two methods which may be followed 

in fabricating the described panels. The metal foil sheets 
may be passed over adhesive rolls or applicators to ap 
piy the adhesive in narrow strips or areas as described 
and then brought into contact with a glass ?ber batt, fol 
lowing which the assembly may be crimped to assume 
the corrugated form shown in Fig. 3 or Fig. 6. Such 
crimping will be done by power-driven rolls, as will be 
understood by those skilled in the art. Another method 
involves corrugating the glass wool core ?rst, and then 
applying the metal foil with pressure to make the sheets 
conform to the corrugated core. This method is especial 
ly useful'with very thin foils (about .003 in.), the neces 
sary dimensional stability of the panel being achieved 
through a glass wool core that has been stiffened by 
means of a resin. Obviously by varying the ?ber diameter 
and the amount ‘of binding resin, almost any degree of 
rigidity in the panel may be obtained. Very thin foils 
not only reduce the weight of the panel but also have 
the same insulation e?iciency as heavy foils or thin sheets 
which are much more expensive. Of course, very thin 
foils are easily damaged in handling. 
The following table is based on comparative tests of 

the described panel (sample No. 9) with other sheets 
and laminates (described below). - 

Table 

Conduct 
ance 

Thickness 
of Glass 
W001 (111.) 

Resistance 
per inch of 
Glass Wool 

Sample N 0. Resistance 



. Nora-Limiting resistance for 1 in. of absolutely still 
air is 5.2 (Smithsonian Physical Tables, F. E. Fowle, 
Smithsonian Institution, 1934 1. 
Sample No. 1 of the above table consisted of two layers 

of glass wool between which was a sheet of corrugated 
aluminum foil .006 in. thick attached at the tops of the 
corrugations to the glass Wool by polyvinyl adhesive. 
Sample No. 2 consisted of two sheets of corrugated 
aluminum foil .006 in. thick between which was a layer 
of glass wool adhered by adhesive to the tops of the 
corrugations. Sample No. 3 consisted of a sheet of cor 
rugated aluminum foil .006 in. thick adhered by ad 
hesive applied at the tops of the corrugations to'a layer 
of glass wool. Sample No. 4 was commercial glass Wool, 
and sample No. 5 was the same but of less thickness. 
Sample No. 6 was like No. 5 except that the glass wool 
layer on both sides had a facing of 1,6,6 in. crimped alumi 
num foil adhered thereto. Sample No. 7 was merely a 
single sheet of corrugated aluminum foil such as was used 
in the laminates identi?ed as samples 9 and 10. Sample 
No. 8 was like ‘No. 7 but with different air spacing. 
Sample No. 9 embodied the invention herein described. 
Sample No. 10 was like No. 9 except the two re?ective 
surfaces on the inside of the two aluminum foil sheets 
were blackened with black paint to eliminate re?ectance 
from these surfaces. This sample also embodied the in 
vention, even though the elimination of re?ectance was a , 
step backward. 

It will be observed that sample No. 9 materially ex 
ceeded the limiting value of absolutely still air, and even 
sample No. 10 almost equalled such value v(5.19 nearly 
= 5.2). a 

In order to make the described panel conform to a 
curvature or bend in a wall or ceiling it may be turned 
so that the corrugations extend either horizontally or 
vertically. When the corrugations run horizontally, the 
panel may be bent in a vertical plane, while if the cor 
rugations extend vertically, the panel may be curved in 
a horizontal plane. Tacks, nails, staples, etc. are easily 
driven through the panel, and because of its dimensional 
stability, comparatively few fastening'elements are need 
ed to hold it in position, which is advantageous especially 
in very cold weather, when frost will build up on metallic 
fastening elements. When the panel is secured against a 
flat surface, it will touch that surface only along the sharp 
peaks or ridges of the corrugations, which is advantageous 
in greatly reducing conduction. 
When shipping the panels, much space may be saved 

by nesting them, as will be apparent from Fig. 7.’ Such 
nested panels of two, three, or more layers, coupled to 
gether by mechanical fastening elements such as staples 
or by adhesive along the edges, will form insulating layers 
useful in various structures, e. g., refrigerators, refrigerator 
cars or trucks, temporary or permanent buildings, etc. 
This nesting feature may also be useful in closing the 
joints made by two abutted panels, since narrow strips 
(31/2 in. or 41/2 in. wide) cut from the panels may be 
placed over such joints to conceal and substantially to 
seal them, especially if polyvinyl adhesive or the like is 
used to hold the strips tightly against the joints with the 
corrugations of the strips nested into the corrugations of 
the abutted panels._ This will be undersood without 
speci?c illustration. 
An even more efficient insulating wall structure is 

shown in Fig. 8, where two panels 30, 31, exactly like 
the panel of Figs. 15, are spaced apart by means of a 
Woven or meshed fabric 32 which may be of galvanized 
wire, asbestos netting, or even plastic or glass ?ber cloth. 
Adhesive or fastening elements may secure the fabric 
to the panels. As fabric 32 prevents contact between the 
re?ective surfaces of the foil, and as the peaks and valleys 
are directly opposed, a multiplicity of reflective dead 
air spaces 33 are provided which would operate as a 
resistance in series with the panels. Fabric 32 is of 
course very ?exible to permit bending. The principal 
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6 
disadvantage of the arrangement of Fig. 8 is its much 
greater over-all thickness as compared to the nested ar 
rangement of Fig; 7. As more of the panels can be 
assembled in the same wall space, if they are nested as in 
Fig. '7, the latter arrangement may be preferred in some 
cases even though less e?icient in resistance for an equal 
weight of material. 
From the foregoing, it is clear that our invention pro 

vides' a panel or insulating construction which is a better 
heat insulator than absolutely still air. The reason for 
the excellence of our heat-insulating panel lies in maxi 
mizing the use of the re?ective principle of insulation 
with a ?brous ?ller material which reduces internal con 
ection to a minimum without destroying the re?ective 

insulation effect of the internal foil surfaces. 
The above-described embodiments being illustrative 

only, it will be understood that the invention comprehends 
organizations differing in form or detail from the described 
embodiments. Also constructions according to the in 
vention may be used not only as Wall panels, but in 
divers other ways. For example, a two inch diameter 
pipe heated to 300-700a F. would normally take an ad-' 
ditional inch of insulation on each side, increasing the 
over-all covered diameter to four inches. With an in 
sulating jacket of a construction according to the inven 
tion, the jacket on each side would take up only 0.6 
inch of diameter to reduce the over-all covered diameter 
of the insulated pipe to 3.2 inches. 

Accordingly, the invention is not to be considered 
as limited save as is consonant with the scope of the 
following claims. 
We claim: . 

1. A heat insulating panel comprising, a pair of bright 
metallic foil, heat re?ecting sheets each having inner and 
outer heat-re?ecting surfaces and each having a plurality 
of similar sharp angle corrugations which extend in the 
direction of their ridge lines normal to a plane passing 
through both sheets and which follow on each other 
in juxtaposed relation in said plane to render the cross 
sections of said sheets in said plane of the same saw 
tooth shape, said sheets being mutually separated with 
respective corrugations thereof registering angle for angle 
and with corresponding faces of registering corrugations 
being parallel to thereby define between said sheets an 
interspace having in said plane a cross-section of saw 
tooth shape and of an inter-sheet width less than the di 
mension in said plane of the face of one of said corru 
gations, and a layer of ?brous glass wool occupying sub 
stantially, all _of' said sawtooth-shaped interspace to the 
exclusion of air pockets therein, said glass wool layer and 
said sheets being bonded together to form a united panel 
structure. , e V 

2. The invention de?ned in claim 1 wherein the interior 
angles of the corrugations are about 90°. 7 

3. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein the interior 
angles of the corrugations are about 60°. 

4. A panel as in claim 1 wherein the two sheets are 
of aluminum foil .006 inch to .003 inch thick, the faces 
of the corrugations being from % to % inch long in the 
said plane, and wherein the central insulating layer is 
of glass Wool of a thickness of about 0.3 inch. 

5. A heat insulating panel comprising, a pair of bright 
metallic foil, heat re?ecting sheets each, having inner and 
outer heat-re?ecting surfaces and each having a plurality 
of similar sharp angle corrugations of major size which 
extend in the direction of their ridge lines normal to a 
plane passing through both sheets and ‘which follow on 
each other in juxtaposed relation in said plane to render 
the cross-sections of said sheets in said plane of the same 
sawtooth shape, said two sheets each having minor size 
ridges and valleys which run transversely to the major 
size corrugations of the sheets and said sheets being 
mutually separated with respective corrugations thereof 
registering angle for angle and with corresponding faces 
of registering corrugations being parallel to thereby de?ne 
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between said sheets an interspace having in said plane 
a cross-section of sawtooth shape and of an inter-sheet 
Width less than the dimension in said plane of the face 
of one of said corrugations, and a layer of ?brous glass 
wool occupying substantially all of said sawtooth-shaped 
interspace to the exclusion of air pockets therein, said 
glass wool layer and said sheets being bonded together 
to form a united panel structure. 

6. A heat insulating panel comprising, a pair of bright 
metallic foil, heat re?ecting sheets each having inner 
and outer heat-reflecting surfaces and each having a 
plurality of similar sharp angle corrugations which ex 
tend in the direction of their ridge lines normal to a 
plane passing through both sheets and which follow on 
each other in juxtaposed relation in said plane to render 
the cross-sections of said sheets in said plane of the 
same sawtooth shape, said sheets being mutually sep 
arated with respective corrugations thereof ‘registering 
angle for angle and with corresponding faces of register 
ing corrugations being parallel to thereby de?ne be 
tween said sheets an interspace having in said plane a 
cross-section of sawtooth shape and of an inter-sheet 
width less than the dimension in said plane of the face 
of one of said corrugations, a layer of ?brous glass wool 
occupying substantially all of said sawtooth-shaped inter 
space to the exclusion of air pockets therein, and ad 
hesive material disposed between said glass wool layer 
and each of said sheets and distributed over the area 
of said panel to extend parallel to the ridge lines of 
said corrugations only in narrow bands adjacent the 
edges of said panel, and to extend transverse to said 
ridge lines only in narrow bands, said adhesive material 
bonding said sheets and layer together into a united 
panel structure. 

7. A heat insulating panel comprising, a pair of bright 
metallic foil, heat-re?ecting sheets each having inner 
and outer heat-re?ecting surfaces and each having a 
plurality of similar sharp angle corrugations of major 
size which extend in the direction of their ridge lines 
normal to a plane passing through both sheets and which 
follow on each other in juxtaposed relation in said plane 
to render the cross-sections of said sheets in said plane 
of the same sawtooth shape, said two sheets each having 
minor size ridges and valleys which run transversely 
to the major size corrugations of the sheets and said 
sheets being mutually separated with respective corruga 
tions thereof registering angle for angle and with cor 
responding faces of registering corrugations being parallel 
to thereby de?ne between said sheets an interspace having 
in said plane a cross-section of sawtooth shape and of 
an intersheet width less than the dimension in said plane 
of the face of one of said corrugations, a layer of ?brous 
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glass wool occupying substantially all of said sawtooth 
shaped interspace to the exclusion of air pockets therein, 
and adhesive material disposed between said glass wool 
layer and each of said sheets and distributed over the 
area of said panel to extend parallel to the ridge lines 
of said corrugations only in narrow bands adjacent the 
edges of said panel, and to extend transverse to said 
ridge lines only in narrow bands, said adhesive material 
bonding said sheets and layer together into a united 
panel structure. 

8. A heat insulating assembly comprising a ?rst heat 
insulating panel including a pair of bright metallic foil, 
heat re?ecting sheets each having inner and outer heat 
re?ecting surfaces and each having a plurality of similar 
sharp angle corrugations which extend in the direction 
of their ridge lines normal to a plane passing through 
both sheets and which follow on each other in juxtaposed 
relation in said plane to render the cross-sections of 
said sheets in said plane of the same sawtooth shape, 
said sheets being mutually separated with respective cor 
rugations thereof registering angle for angle and with 
corresponding faces of registering corrugations being 
parallel to thereby de?ne between said sheets an inter 
space having in said plane a cross-section of sawtooth 
shape and of an inter-sheet width less than the dimen 
sion in said plane of the face of one of said corruga 
tions, and a layer of ?brous glass wool occupying sub 
stantially all of said sawtooth-shaped interspace to the 
exclusion of air pockets therein, said glass wool layer 
and said sheets being bonded together to form a united 
panel structure; said assembly further comprising a sec 
ond heat insulating panel similar to said ?rst panel and 
a ?exible fabric interposed between said panels with 
opposite surfaces of said fabric making contact with 
ridge lines of the respective corrugations of said panels, 
said corrugation ridge lines of said two panels being 
in opposed relation through said fabric so that air spaces 
are provided between said panels. . 
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